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1.  Introduction {#open201500113-sec-0001}
================

Since the first break‐through publication of air‐ and moisture‐stable room‐temperature‐liquid salts in the beginning of the 1990s,[1](#open201500113-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} ionic liquids (or "ILs", for short) have attracted tremendous attention from virtually all major fields of chemistry.[2](#open201500113-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#open201500113-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#open201500113-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#open201500113-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#open201500113-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Like all new "trendy" topics, ILs were expected to be the "solution" for all currently unsolved chemical problems. Soon, all kinds of experiments and synthetic procedures---sensible or not---were performed in IL solvents, and for quite a while, just using an IL for *something* safely guaranteed a publication in a chemistry journal.

These days, ILs are typically applied as solvents for chemical transformations, and the huge choice of different ILs has led to the term "designer solvents" (see below). Early examples include all kinds of transition‐metal catalysis---often with the twist that ILs are perfect media for biphasic processes.[7](#open201500113-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, since ILs are relatively polar and ionic interactions are strong, internal pressure effects like the ones known for reactions in water (i.e. solvophobic interactions) are also commonly applied. Classical examples include Diels--Alder reactions that show high efficiency, as well as endo selectivity in common ILs[8](#open201500113-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} (Scheme [1](#open201500113-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Early example for the application of ionic liquids "just as solvent".[8](#open201500113-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}](OPEN-4-677-g006){#open201500113-fig-5001}

Now in the year 2015, this boom seems to be over. But, unlike other trend topics, ionic liquids are still here, and they appear to be there to stay. We know now that they can be used as solvents for *all* kinds of chemical transformations.[2](#open201500113-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#open201500113-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#open201500113-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#open201500113-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} We also quite understand their somewhat unique properties. For example, ILs enable us to dissolve polar and nonpolar molecules simultaneously, for they can be designed to form regimes of different polarity within one homogeneous phase. (This behavior actually led to a new debate about the polarity concept and how to measure it.[9](#open201500113-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#open201500113-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#open201500113-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}) We understand the difference in dissolution behavior between simple inorganic salts and ILs as the presence or absence of dispersive interactions.[12](#open201500113-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} We even know these days that the low vapor pressures of these solvents will not render them "green solvents" per se, since many of them are considered quite toxic[13](#open201500113-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#open201500113-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} (Figure [1](#open201500113-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), while others are not.[15](#open201500113-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} A recent review by Egorova and Ananikov gives a nuanced overview of biological systems for which an IL may or may not be considered toxic.[16](#open201500113-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}

![Examples for "toxic" ionic liquids with antimicrobial activity.[13](#open201500113-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#open201500113-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}](OPEN-4-677-g002){#open201500113-fig-0001}

But aside from the solvent aspect, ionic liquids form a fascinating class of compounds that are utilized in many valuable applications. The major reasons are that it is quite easy to "tune" the IL according to the use case (by constructing one that exhibits the wanted properties), and that almost all of them display persistent ionic interactions combined with dispersive forces (the latter of which are completely absent in "simple" inorganic salts). Recent fields of application even extend this knowledge to using IL mixtures.[17](#open201500113-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} But more interestingly, the use of ILs as additives---for adapting the solvent\'s physical properties, as catalysts or auxiliaries, etc.---seems to be more like the current state of the art.

Within this tutorial review (which is more of a personal choice of topics that the authors find important and mentionable, rather than a complete in‐depth overview) we are trying to evaluate the state of the art of ionic liquid chemistry *beyond using them simply as modern solvents* for chemical transformations. Consequently, we are also leaving out the huge field of electrochemical applications (for which in‐depth reviews can be found in the recent literature[5](#open201500113-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#open201500113-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#open201500113-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#open201500113-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}), as well as the field of hybrid materials and nanoparticles.

2.  Biomass Processing {#open201500113-sec-0002}
======================

The quest for completely renewable resources has dominated fundamental research in the beginning of the 21st century. A huge, yet still largely unused, carbon source is plant waste. The challenge is that crop stems and wood waste consists of lignocellulose---the material that nature chose to render plants as resistant as possible.

Lignocellulose is a mixture of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. From chemistry\'s point of view, lignin is the most challenging component: a complex polymer of carbohydrates and aromatics. Since lignin is insoluble in all common organic solvents, its use as source or raw material for the production of valuables resembles more the classic oil cracking and refining rather than a controlled synthetic process.[21](#open201500113-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, cellulose processing, to produce paper, for example (known as the Kraft process[21](#open201500113-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}), is far from being "green" for it utilizes a strongly alkaline solution (known as white liquor) for breaking the bonds between lignin and cellulose. In addition, a lot of volatile sulfur‐containing by‐products are released into the air.

Interestingly, only twenty years after Paul Walden described the very first ionic liquids in 1914[22](#open201500113-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} (he did not use the term "ionic liquid" at that time, though), the first patent appeared in which the use of ILs for the dissolution of cellulose was presented.[23](#open201500113-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} In this light, the current boom of patents in this area is more than surprising. Nonetheless, until recently, there was apparently no urgent need for sustainable alternatives to dissolve and process cellulose.

These days, the use of ILs for this purpose seems to open up completely new perspectives,[3](#open201500113-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#open201500113-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#open201500113-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#open201500113-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#open201500113-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} for cellulose is readily soluble in many ILs. Therefore, it is conveniently possible to separate cellulose from lignin this way. Furthermore, a room‐temperature liquid homogeneous solution enables all kinds of possibilities for follow‐up chemistry. This way, not only paper processing is simplified; many valuable and sustainable bulk chemicals like (bio‐) ethanol, γ‐valerolactone, or 5‐hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF) also become accessible (Scheme [2](#open201500113-fig-5002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Sustainable plant‐waste processing in ionic liquids.](OPEN-4-677-g007){#open201500113-fig-5002}

3.  Chiral Ionic Liquids from Natural Sources {#open201500113-sec-0003}
=============================================

Ionic liquids have always been close to all fields of green chemistry. This has, of course, nothing to do with their (non)toxicity---many of them are actually known to be quite toxic (see above). But the fact that many problems of sustainability in chemical processes are related to solvent issues has led to new ways of thinking about solvents. ILs can be "designed" to be perfect solvents for biphasic processes, and they can hardly evaporate under reaction conditions. Still, from a cradle‐to‐cradle point of view, it is necessary to consider the origin of these solvents, as well as their fate after having been used. Therefore, ILs being produced from natural sources (sustainable) can be expected to be readily biodegradable,[28](#open201500113-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#open201500113-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} as well as relatively nontoxic.[30](#open201500113-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

The idea to design chiral ionic liquids for application in stereoselective catalysis is obvious and was born quite early in IL history.[31](#open201500113-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} And although only very few examples of chiral solvents for stereoselective synthesis can be found in the literature, hope was high that for ILs, things would be different due to their dominating ionic interactions. The concept of asymmetric counter‐anion‐directed catalysis (ACDC)[32](#open201500113-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} proved that it is principally possible to get high stereoselection by using chiral ions as additives for organic transformations.

The synthesis of amino‐acid‐derived ILs is well established.[33](#open201500113-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#open201500113-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Unfunctionalized amino acids can form the anion, as well as the cation of the IL, in combination with all sorts of established IL cations and anions. Amino acids can also be used as the basis for modified ionic structures. What all these examples have in common as the source of chirality is a natural, readily available one. Much to our surprise, the Ananikov group has very recently found that amino‐acid‐containing ILs are relatively toxic, especially with the amino acid as part of the cation.[35](#open201500113-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}

Other sources of natural chirality for ionic liquids include choline, tartrate, lactate, and sugars,[30](#open201500113-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#open201500113-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} but also more esoteric examples like nicotine or ephedrine.[28](#open201500113-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} A selection of representative structures is depicted in Figure [2](#open201500113-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. Interestingly, these motifs are seemingly more likely to render nontoxic ILs that are readily biodegradable.[37](#open201500113-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}

![Selection of representative ionic liquid structures that are derived from natural chiral sources.](OPEN-4-677-g003){#open201500113-fig-0002}

Armstrong and co‐workers have assembled a comprehensive collection of all sorts of chiral ILs and have reported their successful use in synthesis.[36](#open201500113-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} A few results are highlighted in the following section.

4.  Applications in Organic Synthesis {#open201500113-sec-0004}
=====================================

Against high hopes, chiral ionic liquid solvents seem to *not* be able to induce high levels of stereoselectivity when used as solvents. Nonetheless, they have found their way into chemical synthesis as catalysts and additives.

Not surprisingly, many (especially early) attempts for stereoselective synthesis using ionic liquids were inspired by organocatalysis, a field of research that developed historically in parallel to the chemistry of ILs. Thus, classical aldol‐type conversions were early goals.[38](#open201500113-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} What also proved quite successful were the closely related class of Michael additions (Scheme [3](#open201500113-fig-5003){ref-type="fig"}), which were easily and efficiently catalyzed by ionic liquids, especially by ones being derived from [l]{.smallcaps}‐proline.[39](#open201500113-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#open201500113-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}

![Ionic‐liquid‐catalyzed Michael addition reaction.[39](#open201500113-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} *Reagents and conditions*: CF~3~COOH (5 mol %), rt, 8 h, 100 %.](OPEN-4-677-g008){#open201500113-fig-5003}

The example shown in Scheme [3](#open201500113-fig-5003){ref-type="fig"} is one in which the organocatalyst is covalently attached to an IL cation. In a recent review, Headley and Ni have called this concept *ionic‐liquid‐supported* (ILS) catalysis.[41](#open201500113-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} Apart from this organocatalytic niche, hardly any convincing example of succesful and sensible or useful stereoselective reactions that use chiral ILs can be found in the literature.

Classical transition‐metal catalysts readily dissolve in many common ILs. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that organometallic catalysis---especially homogeneous hydrogenation---was among the first examples for using ILs as solvents for chemical synthesis. (Scheme [4](#open201500113-fig-5004){ref-type="fig"}).[42](#open201500113-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} In transition‐metal catalysis using unconventional solvents, the fundamental goal is to immobilize a homogeneous catalyst in a liquid phase for easy product separation and efficient catalyst recycling. Sometimes, the organometallic catalyst can also be covalently attached to the ionic liquid, which effectively renders an ionic‐liquid transition‐metal catalyst useful without the need for an IL solvent. This way, it is obvious to extend the ILS concept to transition‐metal catalysis.[41](#open201500113-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} An insightful example by Geldbach and Dyson, a hydrogenation catalyst for acetophenone, is shown in Figure [3](#open201500113-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}.[43](#open201500113-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}

![One of the first historical examples of successful transition‐metal catalysis in an ionic liquid.[42](#open201500113-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}](OPEN-4-677-g009){#open201500113-fig-5004}

![Ionic‐liquid‐bound transition‐metal catalyst.[43](#open201500113-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}](OPEN-4-677-g004){#open201500113-fig-0003}

5.  Biotransformations {#open201500113-sec-0005}
======================

The ability to fine‐tune polarity and interactions in solution with the help of ILs also has a great potential for biocatalysis and poses an obvious alternative to protein engineering. Enzyme chemistry is normally limited to aqueous systems, simply due to solubility issues. In biocatalysis, enzymes are used for highly selective organic transformations. The general scope of biotransformations is growing each day, since more and more non‐natural biocatalytic processes are being discovered.

Enzyme activity in solution has long been connected with (and explained by) the Hofmeister series of ions.[44](#open201500113-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Back in 1888, Hofmeister studied the stability of aqueous solutions containing egg white protein in the presence of varying concentrations of different anions. The results of these experiments led to the so‐called Hofmeister series of ions (Figure [4](#open201500113-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).

![The Hofmeister series of ions, as determined by Weingärtner and co‐workers,[45](#open201500113-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} sorted by their kosmotropicity: ions at the beginning of the series are called *kosmotropic*, ions at the end are *chaotropic* (cf. text).](OPEN-4-677-g005){#open201500113-fig-0004}

Anions that stabilize the native structure of water are called *kosmotropic*, while structurally destabilizing anions are called *chaotropic*. Kosmotropic anions also stabilize the native structure of a protein, since they do not interact strongly with the protein; chaotropic ones interact with the protein and therefore destabilize it.

Weingärtner and co‐workers have systematically studied the stabilizing and destabilizing effects of ionic liquids on proteins, very much in line with Hofmeister.[45](#open201500113-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} These experiments also led to an extension of Hofmeister\'s series to IL cations. Interestingly, for cations, everything seems to be "upside down": kosmotropic cations that stabilize the native structure of water destabilize proteins, while chaotropic cations stabilize the proteins. An overview on the nature of interactions between ILs and small peptides has been assembled by Tietze and co‐workers.[46](#open201500113-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}

Based on this knowledge, it seems logical and obvious to exploit the use of ionic liquids as cosolvents with water for biotransformation reactions. Very low quantities of ILs have been reported to substantially enhance biocatalytic processes in terms of stability and selectivity, although current applications seem to be limited (or focused) to lipases as enzymes.[47](#open201500113-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Only very few biotransformations have already been successfully carried out in neat ILs;[48](#open201500113-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} as an example, Lozano, Vaultier, and co‐workers reported a pronounced stabilization effect of the enzyme α‐chymotrypsin in transesterification reactions.[49](#open201500113-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Recently, in another case, Imhof and co‐workers have found that oxidative folding of certain cysteine‐rich conotoxin peptides went along successfully only in the IL \[emim\]OAc, although various other ILs have been tested.[50](#open201500113-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}

In summary, one can say that the combination of biotransformations and ionic liquids has great potential for future applications. To date, unfortunately, general trends or even sensible conclusions are not yet available.[51](#open201500113-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Most investigations are still in the early stage of development.[52](#open201500113-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}

6.  Conclusions {#open201500113-sec-0006}
===============

The chemistry of ionic liquids in the year 2015 is obviously chemistry beyond the simple neoteric solvent. Surely, ILs provide a modern "solvent construction kit" with the potential to choose (or "design") exactly the properties that are needed for almost any given chemical reaction. But obviously ILs are far more than that, with virtually endless possibilities. Ionic liquids are able to dissolve mixtures of polar and unpolar substrates in one homogeneous phase, or provide the perfect choice for a biphasic system. They can dissolve biomolecules for subsequent processing that can otherwise only be processed with the aid of toxic or highly reactive chemicals. They can easily introduce chirality into a given process, either as a solvent or---much more frequently by reason of efficacy---as an ionic additive. The possibilities seem endless.

The understanding of ionic liquid chemistry is currently in a state in which a knowledge‐driven development of IL processes (rather than a trial‐and‐error approach) is feasable. Beyond using them for chemical synthesis, we already see ILs as technical materials in industry (lubricants, gas absorbants, etc.), so they surely are here to stay.

In the future, we believe we shall see more technical, as well as chemical, applications. We strongly believe that some of the fundamental challenges in the near future will be tackled using ionic liqids, including the future of energy sources, sustainability, and the production of building‐block chemicals from renewable sources.
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